Candied Apples

my Grandmother makes the bestest candied apples. She makes them every year for halloween? She always have a line of kids weighting at her door. When they yell Trick or Treat," they are hoping for a candied apple. Their is nothing better than biting threw the hard candy into the juicy red apple. Because they are so good they make me wish ever day was halloween.
My grandmother makes the best candied apples. She makes them every year for Halloween. She always has a line of kids waiting at her door. When they yell "Trick or Treat," they are hoping for a candied apple. There is nothing better than biting through the hard candy into the juicy red apple. Because they are so good, they make me wish every day was Halloween.

**Skills:**
- capitalization
- punctuation
- comparative adjectives
- verb tense
- spelling - changing 'y' to 'i'
- homophones
- comma usage - introductory clause